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I. INTRODUCTION
It hae :)een recently recognized Lhat submillimeter waves are most desirable
for remote sensing in thi atmosphere. The interest in the generation of coherent
submil lime ter waves has made the study of superradiance under realistic conditions
an urgent need [1]. The central problem in this study is the interaction of multi-
mode radiation with extended resonant media. Using the extremely powerful, but not
very well known, Dicke-Schwendlmann representation [2,3], we should be able to put
the coupled superradiance master equations, recently derived by Picard and Willis
[4], in an explicit form. With this as r. starting point, we can very easily study
the effects of superradiance on pulse propagation in resonant media.
In tht period of thirteen months. We have. had very significant achievements
toward this goal. However, the whole project is too big to be finished in one year.
We will describe the major results of our studies. The description will be brief
since the details of these results has been published or to be be published in oper.
literature.
II. rtATRTX ELE:ME,NTS OF C(`LLECTIVE OPERATORS
One of the chief difficulties encountered in the Dicke-Schwendim,inn approach
is the lack of explicit expressions for the matrix elements of collective operators.
We havn developed a simple and systematic diagrammatic technique to clear up this
difficulty. The detailed description of this technique has been published [S].
IIl. TRANSITION PROM INCOHERENT TO C011H,RENT RADIATION
In the collective emission of radiation, the cooperation number r of the atomic
system, as defined by Dicke [2], can remain the same; out it can also change. The
utter is often ignored. We have found that the emission through r-conserving process
is coherent and that through r-nonconserving process is incoherent. The -radiition
-3-
from incoherent to coherent radiation call lie best described by considering the
number of photons emitted, instead of the time, as the independent variable.
The former is a discrete variable while the latter is a continuous variable.
Hence, we have a difference equation instead of a differential equation. The
result of the numerical solution of this difference eque^ion has been described
in detail in a paper to be published [6].
IV. RATE: EQUATION FOR SUPERRADIANCE
The difference equation described in the p • .	 jus section is not suitable
for the study of the intensity of superrad i ant pulse. For this ourVnse, we have
obtained a rate equation as follows:
dP r m - (r+m+2) r-im+l p(r+l,m+l) + (r-#m+1)(r-m)YP(r,m+1)
dt	 2r+2
-- (r-hn)(r+m-1),(r,m) — (r+m) (r—m+l)YP(r,m),
2r
where r is the cooperation number, m is one-half of the difference of the nnmhers
o f atoms in the excited state and the ground state, P(r,m) is the probability of
the atomic system in the Picke state Ir,m>, and y is the radiation rate of a
single atom.
It is convenient to make the following change of variables:
k - r-f-m,	 t - r-m;
and to define the following generating function:
N	 NN
f (X ,Y, t )	 L	 P(k,Q)xkyk.
k-1 Z-1
Then we can replace the rate equation for P(r,m), a function of t, by a partial
differential equation for f(x,y,t) as follows:
2r
at - N(1-x2) 	+ Y ^ Y-x) ax [ X + f1.
The solution to this last equation is yet to be found. -1
--A
.
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IV.	 I'll ISLICATIONS
Two papers have been prepaired based on the results of this research project:
1. "Pingrammatic Technique for CalculatIng,
 Matrix EI(nnents of Collective
Operators in Superradiance"
physical Review A, Vol. 12, No. 2, pp. 575-586, August 1975.
2. "Difference Equation for Superradiance"
To be published.
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Diagrammatic technique for calculating; matrix elements of collective operalors in
,uperradi;once*
( hing T%un i: I ee
M purtmeni uJ Phvurt and Nurhrrnuru t. 41ah-nnu 4A N Usrwne ►y. Nnrmul. Alultoma 17761
lke%ri%ed 10 April 1475)
Adopting the ut-cAlled • 'genealopcal comerucnon." one can rxprm% the rte:n*laten of colle ctive olr•rator+
corrr+lrindinit it, a +peeltied inl ydr for An 't mart +y.tem in term+ of thaw for in c N I ►atom +yuem U%nill
Ihew Ihrke %I is 	 as ha+e+ and u+ntg the Vllgnc •r- I .kart III • on • m a Inatrlx element of a collectne olmeratnt A
an arhioary ri de ,in he ++omen as the pi duct of an of-dependent factor And an rrI utdc-pendenl reduced
malrot element IRMI 1 A vet of recur+nnt Iormule+ for the RMI I+ ohtautcd A grtphnAl irprewulAnon of
the RMF on the hranchinit dia`rain for tnnary Irreducihlr reprr+.nlautr ♦ of permuianon Rntup+ I+ then
Intr4rluced Ihi% gl+r+ a +Imply and +y +lemon: way of cal+ulArrnR the KMI 1 his method I+ r+pcetally ,+eful
when Ihr " ,opriation numhet r I+ tlo+c • to .\/2, where ahnu+I exact A++mpioo, rxprr++Ion+ .an tx• obtac ed
ra+ili I hr result +how+ rxpbcilly flit , gniniciry dependence nl +uperradtance and the relater unbalance u.` P.
,on+rnutg And r noncorowr%ing pnresw% 7hI+ clear+ up the :htef difficult% encountered in the Dicke
S,h%endtmann appnwch w the problem of N Iwo lr+ •• I arurna, vprevd o+er IAr`e reglun+. nrterA,onft with a
rnuhnnrde radiation field
I INTROIIUI TION
In 1954 Dicke' discussed the• spontaneous emis-
sion of radiation from an excited system of N
Identical two-level atoms. [.v considering the
entire collection of atoms as a single quantunt-
mechanical system, he found that under certain
conditions the individual atoms cooperate to emit
radiation at a rate proportional to A", which 1s
much greater than their incoherent emission rate.
This phenomenon is called superradiance.
In the vast literature tin superradiance. 2 n..ist
Of the investigations have been luntted to cases
tit which the emitting atoms either are confined to
a region smaller than the wavelength of emitted
light or are able to couple with only one radiation
mode. This situation permits important mathe-
matical simplifications. However, current at-
tention 7 i' in this field as being focused on the more
difficu!t, but more realistic, problem of A two-
,evel atoms, distributed over a space of dimension
much greater than the radiation wavelength, miter-
acting with all the modes of radiation field. Aniong
the works devoted to this problem, the one by
SchwetAiniann' elaborates a very elegant approach
of the problem initiated by Dicke.' One of the
chief difficulties encountered in this approach is
the lack of explicit expressions for the matrix
elements of c• ollectivv operators. In this paper,
we will develop a simple and systematic diagram-
matic technique to clear up this difficulty.
II VIOl►LL It WILTONIAN
We consider a s y stem of N identical twit-level
atoms distributed over a space of dimension much
larger than the wavelengths of the multimode
12
"'11k;CED"I`'G PAGE BLANK NOT FTLMW
radiation with which it interacts. In the usual
electric dipole and rotating - wave approximations.
the s y stern can be described by the following
Dicke Hamiltonian:
!/ !r
	 ruk u^ r' «AWo R, +	 K; (a: 	 +is.*	 1,
M
111
where k is the wave vector, u, and a- are the
corresponding photon creation and annihilation
operators and obey the usual bosun commutation
rules, and ^): is the corresponding frequency.
,e u is the transition frequencv between the two
levels of each atone. H •', /{°, and /{, are collective
atomic operators defined fit terms of the single-
atom flip operators R,. 1{	 and 1(„ , whi c h 'i-v
angular-nionie • ntwn commutation rules as '
.t	 r
where 9, is the position of the ith alum, and
g; = (h.,; • 24L u 1 • 1' h pig are the coupling constants,
where p1 , is the transition dipole moment, and
1 • is the volume of the cavity in which the radia-
tion field is quantized,
As one sees from Eq. (2), th-K operators de-
pend on the wave vector k and in the positions
X, • s of the atoms. Their vonimutation relations
are
(3)
Here we see that the commutator of two opera-
tors corresponding to different modes given an
operator corresponding to it third mote. There-
fore •
 in contrast to the case of samples smaller
575
f1rtr,RJAL PAGE 12
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than a Wavelength In which the a" ••t factors dIh-
Appear, the behavior of the atoms cannot be des-
cribed by a supple set of angular-momentum np_
erntors. However. it is possible to factor out
the k dependence In the operators .ind confine it
to c-number functions. This lot 	 key point of
the Dicke-Schwendimann appr oach, h ► be dis-
ruNNed in the following.
tnkhe ♦ei.M. • nJun.uin .1P1e1u:Mh
Consider the Net of operators ,H,; I , H' , , H,^ as
defined by Film (2) with a particular wave vector
;, which we will raa the principal nude. It can
be easily shown that they obey the angular-momen-
tum conlm0411 In relations. So we ran chose
+ 1 , and r "' i, - , to be the excnteil and vround
stales of the ith atom. Then we call
e ►genstates 1 r, m; a) of Ht' and I(, sucl. that
Rt 1 1 r, m:a) •r(r .1)I+'. ►u;ex),
(4)
R,I r, Ott; a) = ►nl r, ►►r;a),
where Hi p ; (K6 1 Rk +H`, H - I ) +H; and a = 1. 2, .. .is a degeneracy Imjex with
J: = ^'1(2r+1)	 (5)(,ti' 2+r +I)l(N,2 - 01'
The eigenstates I r, m; (it , wi II he called Dicke
states, r will he called the cooperation number,
anui m indicates the population inversion or total
energy of the atomic system. The trouble is that
the cil instates of R`, corresponding, to the prin-
cipal mode are not cigenstates of H3 correspond-
Ing to ot.rer modes. So we might think that We
need to construct a set of Dicke states for each
possible mode. which would he an imposuiv task.
Fortun.itel y , this is unnecessary
If we define`
angul.ir - momentum commutates' rules I],,% ever,
as first pointed out by Dicke,' their commutation
relatimit with the established annular-momentum
operators H, I and H, are of the following. form
I T	 (8:11,1<('„Ti, 	 +.1.f - +. -.:1, 	 (71
where we should Identify H = , H', and H,: with
T'„ T'- , and 7;, respectively. This proves' that
I196,R1.H,;} is all 	 tensor operah:r
set of rank 1, or sinnplN it vector operator. As
a cunsetiluence, we can discuss them In tern's of
Me rngenstates I r, n,; a) of H- operators. Fur-
thermore, the Wagner-Eckart theorem can be
used to eMablish the selection rules for the ma-
trix elements r' , rn ; u' IR^j r, ►a; a , namely,
r - ►
 ' it I or 0 and in on t 1; and the norvan-
ishmg matrix elements can he factorized as fol-
lows:
-I(r *nMr i tot +1)1''(r;	 IR-^ I Or. a).
- : 1( r  tot +1)(r: ►n+2)1" (r+1;a'IRGI r, a),
el:a'IHwlr. off ;a)
=s 1(r snrl(rt tot - I)I "(r- 1:a'IRilr.al.
(8)
where the redured matrix elements (HME) arc•
nedepenxlent of m and are of the following forms
(r;a IkGlr;al`s	 e,
d ; °" , (k - k,),
(9)
,
,n k_41 1  ^. i,H,,	 ' .K„
	 (6)	 (r 1 1; a' I Rk I r; a)	 64 r, I- Id
for an arbitrar y mode k and consider the set of
operators i/( '6. H' K ,^ t • thry do not otx+ v	 = ^„ H (k- Ii11.
II	 1 ►.ue.l„nnrJ Il.uneln.ne ..ui
We now expand H' in terms of Dicke states
Hi ^L^LrLr^ ►'•, ►►+':a'IRklr,rrr;(I r', Ott •;(I')(0.m.aI
.' w' n	 r	 w	 n
	
0	 . no	 ^. n
'r	 1*:, (k- k,
	
)(/{');; +*.;ilk -k1)(1 , r,+ .	 a, _,Ik - k,)(/ Y
n n
where we have used Eqs. (8) and (9) and have defined
(l0)
T1	 1 -^	 1
I
	 -^	 I
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(H' 1':.` ' L,,,^Irir ► t1U int+ll^ e ' r,rn 1,e')(r,rn;cr,.
(/");	 _ :	 ^(r: rn+ U(r:, ►t.21^`hl ► +	 (11)
a f EI U• s ►ril(r a #n— 1111"I r — 1, tilt 1. a') ( r . tot ; al.
Using these • results, the Ifaniiltoni.in in Eq. (1) call 	 rewritten as
•Il p^.•u^u•. lf o^H • + Hot( .11 k%( -
L
1l xt	 Xj (u`^^^•, 4;; " lli —li,l(H 1';" + H.c.1 .	 (12)
If
	
-rl'^I( e^ ).^	 ^.r. elk—k,)(1'-l;r r 4 . H.C)+(ui 	 4..-ilk—k,lll'" p n•I +H.c.h,
where ll,„ describes processes in which the cooperation nunilwr r is corive.'rved, and l!p„ describes pro-
cesses in which r is not conserved.
III	 I \ 1Ll'+1111 ► ^ Ill HI I ► 1 l 1 I ► 11 \I ItIK 1 I 1 \tt!VI5
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Dicke-Sc-Itwendlnlann approach that we
Ii.ive elaborated in Sec. 11, we Notice the Impor-
tant rule played by the reduced matrix elenients
which we have written as ♦;; (k — k,), a e -number
function of the wave vectors. All the geoineir y and
mode depunilence of our problem are determined
liv tl ►ese functions. They
.
 are Independent of time,
and hence, describe the static- effects of the s y s-
lenl. However, these funrtinnti appear as cc ef-
ficients of dynamical operators In the expal.sion
of the Hamiltonian. Therefore, the usefuln•ss of
this approach depends oil
	
we can 1Artaul
all
	 expression fnr each of Ihcln
A "l.tnr.duellial imi%irutlum
Front the group-theoretical point of view, the
set of the so-called s y nunetrize •d stales' I r, on; a
a - 1, 2,	 . , t," forms it basis for an Irreducible
representation of the pernnttation group S ", cor-
responding to a certain inary partition of N.
There is a one , to-one correspondence between a
bular• v irreelucible representation and the cooper-
ation nunlher r. fierauxe the , nealrix repr • senta-
tion of a group is fixed only within a suntlarity
transformation. the explicit expressions for Itl E
depend oil 	 the Dicke states are constructed.
So we must chose a dehnlle way to construrt
them. A very natural and conv enient scheme Is
the so-called "genealogival construction." We
\ • ill use It here.
In this construction, the eigenstates of N ah mis
with eigenvalues (r, r ► i) are constructed from those
of .V — 1 atoms with eigenvalues 1 ► . — 1•, ►► i — a) and
J), orlr+'.,n,—'i and (r+I' in,'1, by
adding the "spin" functions for the Nth atom as
follows:
IN,r,in. al =I(r+, ►t) 2rl I1 jX-1,)'—^ r►,— i:a )l+)tr +I(r—rut) 2rII'1N-1,r—:.,n+2;a)I-	 M.
for a =1. 2,
^N.r pit. a)=J(r — ►rt +1)
 
( 2r+2)1`hjti'—I,r+'., pit — I 	+)N
—J(r+ tot +1) (2r+2)"t jN-1,r+1. tot •al ; ci)I—)Ne-'^'*^'.
for a	 N - 1
 
• ►f a nd + 1.2. 	 1 .r• 02	 (13)
and we have the relation
I" =I" ^ +!" -e
.-	 .•ire•
which ran be easily verified with the use of Eq.
(5).
Starting from the eigenstates for one atom, we
can c• onst rust the cugenstates for N atoms b y re-
peated application of Eqs. ( 13). The Dicke states
obtained ill this wa y form all 	 set
automatically. in thus ronstrurtion, all
ic+ sperified, in idd-tioii in , and in, by a series
of 'partial-cooperation numbers" r,, ri , ... ,
which will replace :'le single index a. So w e will
adopt a new notation
( N. r, fit, a) j j r, Pit; r, r2 ••• rx -i )	 (14)
op ''IC LSAL PAGE t
OF P(X)R (liT"'..I.rCY	 1*
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for the eigenstates r, is alwa ys 1; ry can be	 that for the Nth at !m,
either 0 or l; of r, is 0, r, can only be 	 but It
r to 1, r can be either ; or 3; and so on. Anv-
wav, we must have 	 1['. (N) • Rt(.V - I I * r "^''^X KM.	 1181
r, 0 and r ,, ' —r,	 i i,	 (15)
K Kr.ur^IUU t,nnndr lur rrdwrJ nlstn^ rknlrnh
We can write a c'ollec'tive ope rator for the N-
atom s y stem as that for the first N- 1 atonhs plus
Using the Dicke states constructed by the repeated
applec • alion of Eqs (13), we can reduce the matrix
element of a collective operator of N Monts to
that of N-1 atoms very easels. Let us work out
the following example as an Illustration:
i(r - l.rrci
	 ►", opt; r,...rX_yr-',
= ll/^'1 {I(r.»i)(r— nl+l)]eA(r-_'., ►nr I - _•;ri...rN_yIK•IN - 111r - ^, n' - ';r,...rXy)
-^fr- ►n)I r,nu 11J^( ►'-^.m e l+2iri...r,,_^^K^(V_11^' -^, ►n•S:r,...rNN)
(r +,r!)lr + nr- l)J'ti ( r -I, m= 4; r, 	 r — i. ^.,::; ri... rr_y)^ "tC_L,,•^X^
(l7)
We can use- the rirth(mnrmal property of the Dicke
states to express the last term In angular brackets
m the above equation as the pmIuct of Kronecker
3's:
( r -a, r ►► s ; ►','-•rr_,Jr—i,mLI;r,...rm-y)
_ (r,, r,) ( ry, r'
	
rrX- a
8,, _ y ,	 (18)
where
8(!'Ir r`)	 I I for r, =r'	 (191( 0 for r, f r,
We can also use Eqs. (8) to fa ctorize the matrix
elements in Eq. (17) and drop common factors on
both sides ; then this equation will reduce to
(r _ 1; ri... rN_ y r,-
	 ► ; ► ,...lX-^r-^)
= 1 1 2 ►-11(r-^;r,...rN_yIlti(•V_1)
VIr- .;!',... rX -,1—e.rlt
	
4'6 ,j. (20
This is a recursion formula for one of the RME.
We notice that m dues not appear in this formula
Following similar procedures and keeping in
mind that the selection rules r, - r', i 1 or 0
epph 'o any of the (r,, r,) pairs, we can obtain
a e+. t c' all the nonvanishini; recursion formulas
like E I. (20) for 1CME. To save space we will
drop the r, • • • r X 	 and ► 	 • rN - t parts of the
indices.
( r ;r —	 X '*( Nll r ; r 	 2rI(r—',R-(N— Ill r—il+(I 2r)8eY_ye"'I _t,)•xX	 (21x1
(r;r.'.IRt(N)1r;r+
	 l( 2r+3) (2r.2)I	 1 ) I r +	 II (2r +2)16 X _ yr" t ^"^ 1) - x N, 	 (21b)
( r ; r j, Rk(hll r;rsj) -	 (r(r+ Ill - 'n(rtlIRN(N- 11,r +'),	 (210
( r +1. r +11 H L(N )I r ;r r i) _] I (2r 1. 2)J(r +IIRk(N— lllr+i)—] 1 Or+2)I8M_yr"'w-^,	 N.	 (21d)
(r +1; r +31Hk(,V) r ; r	 r ( r *I)I `t (r +rlHk(N— I)I r— '	 (21e)
(r+1;r+a; Rj(N)Ir;r + 	 ( ►"+2) (r+l)] 'h(r+ IK4(N—Illr+;), 	 (21f)
U'- 1:r-	 (N),r;r— 1 = (1 2 ►"I(r— #1,0(N-1)ir- s) -JI 2r16 ie.,ct_'i.^X^	 (211')
(r-1; ►"-^IKk (Nllr; ► 	 i1 = I( ► 	 11 llehlr— IHk(.Y-l)Ir —^•). 	 (21 e')
(r-1;r—:IR-(N) 1 r;r+ al ) =((r+1) rl e1'(r+ 2'jR I (N— I)Ir +?).	 (211"
C 1 .:du.ruon of C"""
	 in turn, is reduced to the evaluation of the coef-
ficients C,;^ ' , as can be seen front Eqs. (9) An
Front Eqs. (8), we can Rev that the evaluation 	 examination of Eqs. ( 21) leads (o the following
of the matrix elements of collective operators	 conclusions:
Rk is reduced to the evaluation of the RME; which, 	 (f) The recursion formulas can be generalim-d
R2
5
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by , eplac• ing N and r by c alud r„ respectively,
with . - 1, 2, ... , A', and Can be Piumniarmtd by
one general formu.a
( ►;:r^_iIK,U)I r,;r,.,)
=/(r.. r,: ra-i• r i - t )lr;.,IK,;Ir -ll ► r,_,1
(22)
By repeated application of this general formula,
WV can Obtain a general expression for C„"i As
	
"J",
 
	 )
^^t.. :6 , - t Xlr ,. r,. rt.t, r, _,
x / ,r^ . r.. r„_,, r;, - , ).	 1231
(it) The 61-' in Eq. (23) implies that the coef-
ficient C,;;° vanishes unless the a and or' are
such that when expressed in the notation of Eq.
(14) give r, =r', for all f = 1, 2, ... , up to at least
- 1. In other words, if we have
	
Ar, ar	 r' I =0 for - 1. 2.....1 - t 	 (24)
r	 '	 :0 for t=1.
then we will leave
(+ 0 fur i k l and r' =r or r: 1
froC
	
	 (25)
-0 otherwise1 
This interesting result is, of course, a conse-
quence of the genealotgteal construction.
(fit) The two functions I and A^ in Eq. (22) are
the	 ne for both operators K' AM Its, so we
hava
c* °,r' t'; ;r' C ;	 (26)
(iv) 11 ve replace the r in Eqs. (21d')-(21f') by
r . i and then takv Hermitian conjugate. they will
be ex.tetly the same as Eqs. (21d)-121(). This
kind of arguntent leads to the following reluhon:
C "O: =^^i. a	 (27)
However, unity; Eq. (23) to evalualu C,„: for
Large systems may still be rather tedious. In
Sec. IIIU, we will introduce a diagrammatic tech-
nique which will help us to visualize the situations
much more clew Ay.
U. Naanrinnp 411.6paam orptr V9lldnol
The branching diagram” is usually used to de-
termine the dimension of an irreducible rl,prr-
sentation of a permutation group . 1) , , corresponding
to a binary partition of N. When this diagram is
used in the discussion of a systent of electrons.
till , abscissa and the ordinate rupresentthe nuni-
ter of electrons and the total spin, respectively.
In our case, they will represent the number of
atoms and the cooperation number, respectively.
We will represent a Dicke state it-, rrr; t o • • - rr_,J
,
	
N
M
FIG. 1. Graphical representation of all example of reduced matrix element 4 ij; JIz111121le Ib; 'I J0IIll) of a Collective
operator of a nine - atom system corresponding to an arbitrary mode k. Me background is the branching diagram usually
used to determine the dimensions of irreducible representations of permutation groups Sw corresponding to binary parti-
tions of A. The abscissa denotes the numlwr of atoms in the system or it sulimystem, and the ordinate represents the
cooperation number. The letters at the bottom indicate the types of sections, defined in big. 2, of this example diagram
which is of type NC3.
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b% A a19 - 1A9 II)le on this Irr.urrhrnrt dr.g ,..rarn, and
a their of x001 lines will r4'prviceeil A redu0ed jnA-
trix element as shown in Fig. 1. In this diagram
representation, th0re is no way to tell the on value
of in eigenslate. Fortunatf-ly, A rtdured matrix
element is independent of m; so we need not worry
tbcrut It. Because of Eqs. (26) :utd 1271, we also
need not distint;utsh whether the operator is It'
or K' and Mhlch lure ri-pr4'senls the state on the
right of the opera te - the ket vector, :IM which
lin -eprese r 	,tate on 11114' left, the bra vec-
tor.
	
Front
	
1211 and (27), we' earl Mee that the
reduction of a 11ME; of N Aton ► s to that of N— I
Atoms can occ-ur tit
	
different sltumions. They
Are represented by A section of lines, which rep-
resenls thin 11ME, between two verticAl lutes
eurre•sNondtng to N And N— 1. The six different
sections are :+hewn in Fig. 2. The fACtors
r(r,, r;; r, - „ r;_.1 and g(r e , r;; r e _ 1 . r; - e ) can also
r.3
	
r -
r -	
r-3
	A
	 B	 ,
Y-1
	
N
r
r	 .
	
-
	
r•i
,
	
C
	 D
N-1	 11
•*
re' - - -,/,	 rT^ - - -
.
	
E	 F
FIG 2. Six diatlnc • t types of sections o. tM t;raphlcal
representation of a re-ductrl matrix element of n collec-
tive operator.
be vonmi lere •d as IuncUons of the I yp4' of i sec -
tion And the t value of one of the four corners.
may the upper-left one, of this section xuet, as
)(A,r) And ^(U.r). These funcltou Are listed in
Table I.
	
E	 11.unp1
With Fit;. 2 and Table I As guides, we can now
easily use Ey (29) to evaluAle, aN Art
Al the coefhc• n4'nts C;;; of the ItME: of 111114' Atoms
represented by the diAgram in Fig. 1 As follows;
The first nonvanishing value of Ire _ r,) occurs
At r 4, so we h.tve
where, ax well as in the following, we hive dropiled
the other subscripts Arid superscripts tit the nu-
Ution of the coefficients.
A venuuon factor of All the nonvanishing coef-
ftc • lenls is
I,.. = l (E. I)I(C .:)f W, 1) ► (1).;)f 1F. 21
= (11a)l-2 (411x2)"11d)(4,
Then we have
C, =
 NOV. IVA Of -n - ( — i)(i)(—
C, ° g(,%. i),I(B, l) -I(D. ",).f,-.'(^l(#Ili 1l— ;)^ s,
C t = x(A. 01 ► (A, 11 ► ill, I ) ,I ll/, ! ► . f 4-.
So the final result is
I', , I. 1. Factors in the recursion formulas for dlf-
ferenr types of ..ertlonN. as defined in Hot. .
tVprs	 JIA.r)	 Ku,rl
2r	 I _
	
.r , 1
	 !.	 1
B	
2f • _1	 1
	
2r - 1
	 2r 1
C —	 I
1121 • I ei2r —1)i
1)
1	 1
Sr	 1	 !e	 1
J?
!
21` r	 1
r'2r . 1 ^i..
- - --------
Isles
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IV. 1%1 oi11'Iltln MI NI I IS ICIR 1 \Re.l
From the physical putnt of view• we are inure
interestevl to the as y mptotic results for Lirl't . N
(- I(Y°) than In the exact results for small V. When
N is so large, we have r- 1 for an overwhelming
majority of cases; so we can assume r to be of
the same order as N wlthoul intriducing any ser-
ious errors.
From Table 1, we see that in the asyniplutic
limit the I factor is 1 for a section of type A. If, A'^.
or F and of th, order I N for a section of type
U or U. Therefore, in the diagram representing
it RME. whenever a section of type L or 11 occurs,
the value of this RME will he reduced by a factor
of the order of I A'. For the conv enience of state-
ments, we shall refer to it section of type U or L
as branching (jr rejoining section, respectively.
%1"pnlup, A Amolit;,nmi of mimed nealrh elrneew,
We can classify the RME according to the tupo-
l og ►cal types of their diagrams, as shown In Table
11. Obvl	 dy, type ( 0, representing a diagonal
element. is the most important one aniung the
r-conserving processes; and the same is true
with type AA among the i -nonconserving prowess-
es, The value of each of an I4ME of type C2 or
NL3 is smaller than lht• leading one by a factor
of the order of l N : . Therefore, if the number of
possible diagrams of theKC tvpos correspotiding
to each of the leading one is mi • ch less than .V',
then we will he safe to discard them.
Let us define
d n 'N -r.	 (28)
Then for an eigenstate It', ►►1; ►•, - - • r N 	 the will
have r,., -r,	 -' exactly d times. In other
words, the diagram representing this state will
drop exactly d times.
For a fixed ket vector I r, ue; r, .. • r,e,-,), there
is only one bra vector to form a process of type
CO; and there are less than d(N-d - 1) possible
bra vecturs to form processes of type (2. The
Liter can be seen as follows: In the branching
diagram, one can see easily that one end of the
"loop" in a diagram of type C2 must occur at one
of the d sections with r,., -r, - -'., while the
other end can occur at any of the other N -d - I
Buns with r,,, -r, _ «;.. So there are
-.1 - 1) possibilities. However, some of these
Obilitie •s may have to be dropped because of
restrit i'on that r, can never be negative.
ce, the real possibilities must be less than
d(N -d - 1). Therefore, the cultdltie ►n that we
can discard processes of type ( 2 is d(N -d - 1)
-• N. which Implies
d IN- 1.	 129)
On the either ;land, for .t fixed kit vector
, r, on; r e •	 rX
 -1, , there arc d possible bra vec-
tors ^ r . 1, ►rfi l; r; - - - r^ -,I and N-d - 1 I„rssible
br.t veclurs , r' — 1, of a 1. r, - - - r^ -,, to form pro-
cesres of type NC 1. So under condition (29), we
can discard processes in which r increases.
Cemslder a diagram of t y pe NC1 with the branch-
ing point occurring at the N,th svetiun such th.il
1N, — 0 A, 1 d, There w,ll be 1,(N, -d, - l ) possible
ways to form the "loop" of a diagram of type At 3
corr(-slx)nding to this fixed diagram of t ype N( 1.
Therefore, the col)cl,tion that we can discard prii-
cesses of type A'( 3 is a/,(.V, -e1, - I)- N'1, which
implies
e1, N,	 1.	 (29' )
For an overwhelmmg niajorily of cases, we CAn
ray that condition (291 Implies condition 129'1.
Fortunately, from the physical point of view,
we are most Interested in situations where con-
dition (29) is satisfied
,rABLE II. i'IasSificati. ►n of reduced matrix elements
according to the ttg ►e ► InRieal h•peK of their tlialcramM and
the 4 rifer of magnitude .d each type.
d Co l
a
C4 . tT•e
v. NCI -	 - I W
d
a
NCI ^- y.
C
NC5 t M'
a '
A.
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It Nr,M,a,l. ►on l lA, r, ►J(A, r, + ,)I (B, r,,,)1(A, re„)1(A, r„^)
As ca n be seen from Table 11, a diagram of
Ithir consists of single lines and double lines
allerna'!veiy connected by branching and rejoining
sections. Wo shall refer to a single line as an
5 "propagator" and a double line as it 7' "propa-
gator." However, the first Slagle line must be
treated differently ant shall be called the "gen-
erator" bx•cause, while others contribute only a
common factor to all the nonvanishing coefficients
C;;,',, this single line delernunes the structure
or variation of the coefficients. We shall denote
the contribution to the RME by an S propagator,
a T propagator, and the generator by 5, T, and
Q, respectively.
1 S pn41,1yur,in
2r, 2,1_I 2 ►; • 2 2 ►j + 1 2 ► i • 2
2r- 1 2r, • 2 21, • 1 2r,+2 2r, • 3
. -2r,	 2r,
2r, + 3	 2r,. e + 1
Therefore, an S propagator is a function of the
types and r values of the beginnink and ending
sections only. And we have
a(A, ► ,;,t,r,)=S(A, rip- B,r,)=2r, )2r,+1),
(30)
MB, r,; A, r,) = 5(B, r,; B, r,) a (2r, • 2) (2r, + 1) .
For large values of r,, These two expressions are
almost the same and can be summarized as
An y
 propagator is a consecutive product of a 5(r„r^)=r,!r^	 1311
mixture of j(A, r) and f (11, r) factors. It turns
out that the result of this product always gives
the numerator of the first factor di v ided by the A T propagator Is a consecutive product of a
denominator of the last facto r	This c• an be seen mixture of 1 (f, jr) and 1(1', r) factors.	 Let us
easily by considering the 	 •,r	 tg simple ex- first obtain the result of a consecutive product
ample: of pure 1 (k, r) factors.	 We have
I(F,r,1I i%, ri. ,1IW, r,.1)...j(E', ►► -1!1(A',r)-,)1(E,r,)
(2r -1	 2r	 2r + 1	 2r-3	 2r-2	 2 ► -1
2 ► , + 1	 2r, - 2	 2r, + 3	 2)-1 - 1
	
2r,	 2r, + t
1(2r,- 1)(2r,)	 (2r,)(2r, + 1)]'"	 (32)
Then consider the case when one of the factors that sections of type A occur N- d - 1 times and
I (!s', r, I is replaced by 1(F, ), ).	 We have those of type B occur d times at the (i, - 1 )th
1(t	 r )- • • j (E r _)J(1' r	 (B	 r .	 )• • • i (I:	 r)
'	 '	 '
section with s = 1, 2, . , ., d.	 Assuming that the
last section is of type A, we can calculate the
k
_ ( (2r,- 112r,	 2r, + 1	 x	 ( 2r, - 2!'?r, -l)	 "` coefficients C'„ for four different cases accord-(2r,- 1)2r,	 2r, - 1	 2r, (2r, * _' ing to the types of the (i- l )lh and the tIh Sections,
=1t(r, N (2)1 - 1)(2r,) '(2r, )12r, + 1))' 1 ',	 (33) namely tt %	 AR, BA, or BB, as follows:
where
h(r,)=((2r, -2)(2r, + 1)/(2 ►; - 1)(2r,)]"
=1-(2r,)-1+•..=1-u(N-1).
	 (34)
We see that the deviation of Eq. ( 33) from Eq. (32)
is of the order of .ti'-1 . When there are W I (F, r)
factors, the deviation will be of the order of
d' 'N 1 . Therefore, for large values of r„ we have
T(r„r,)ar,:'r, .
	 (35)
It is interesting to note that 5 and P propagators
,ire the same asymptotically.
C. Diagonal reduced maum, clenu • ntk and the Venerator
A diagonal HALE is represented by a diagram
of tvpe CO; i.e., one single line only. Suppose
	
CAA
 
= K(A, r, 	 r -: )
=(1 2 ► ,)(2r, 2r)-1/2r,	 36a)
	
S n K(A,	 5(1!,	 A, r -,)
-(1 (2r, , + 1)) I (2r, , . 3): 2r)
t(1 2)+2r,.+3) (2r, ,
 + 1))
	
(361)1
C S1" a ,t(13, r,,-,)S(A, r,,;A, r -y)
=I- I'(2r,,+ 2)112x,. 2r)
=-(1 20[ (2)-,, ) (2r, , + 2)) ,	 (36c)
(.ee _1,,(H,r,,-,)5(B,r,,;A,r-1)
=(-1 (2r,, + 2))1(2x,, + 2) 2r^
= -I 2r,	 (36d)
where we h:a1• e dropped the regular subscripts and
_,.,.......1
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superscripts of the coefficients.
The probahility that AA will occur is about (N - dl' /N'; that of Ali or HA iR about d(N - d),%; and that of
BB is about ("./N'. Therefore, under condition (29), cases of Art are an overwhelming majority and those
of BB are neg l iKilble.
Let us consider a consecutive pair of AB and BA This pair will contribute the following to the RME:
a(1/2r)e 'It>A -,i•^t.-^{}1_itt(>-1,l•(XC,.'k+.- ^tj+(I r,,jl +e.i(-L, ►•(fc,.-k+.•^^^+...}.	 (37)
The value of P, as given by Eq. (37) depends on
the index (k — k.,) • 4, , - X,. _,); which, in turn,
depends very critically on how we order the atoms
in the sample. Assuming that the atoms are
randomly distributed, we can order them in such
a way that two consecutive atoms are very close
neighbors and (X,^-X,^-,) is almost perpendicular
to (k - k ), as illustrated in Fig. 3. Suppose in
'hiti wa y we can manage to reduce the index to a
value of the ordk r
(k - k,) .
 (X' ,, - X'+.-,) = 0(t);	 (38)
then we have
P,=O(c IN) +U(1!N ')RU(E!N),	 (39)
where the last step is taken because we believe
that the order of a is higher than that of I1N.
Now we can write the diagonal NME as
(r;a(R^Ir;o)= 2r 7 ^L'*I (M-k,)'%,
`.,
d
; 
P, + 0(da !N3)
I	
N
2r	 '
(40)
where a possible error of the order of d'N 3 is
introduced because we have ignored the existence
of BB. The prime on the summation sign indicates
that i, - 1 and i, are to be skipped; this ntoans
that the number of terms to be summed is ex?ztly
2r. This would be true even if we had taken cases
of BB into consideration because for every term
of lfB, a term of AA is canceled almost exactly.
If the last s• ction of the diagram is of type B,
then the last factors in Eqs. (36) should be
j (B. r +',) instead of I (A, r -1), and 2r in all ex-
pressions in this subsection should be replaced
by 2r + 2. But this is of no significance "t all.
The generator of an ItME is represented by the
tirst single line of its diagram. Suppose this
single line consisk-, of N, - I sections with
N, - d, - I of them being cf type A and rt, of tvpe B.
r -^
The expression for the generator can then be ob-
tained from that for the diagonal NME in Eq. (40)
by replacing N and r by N, and rv,, respectively,
as follows:
qt(NI)„ 2Y	 /,rl(ti-t )•3c++U(d,c%N,).	 (41)
1). Off-diagonal reduced maim cicnu•n1%
With the expressions for propagators and the
genera t or available, we can very easily write
down the IWE for all types of diagrams. For
of -diagonal NME, the generator is always tol-
lo A by a section of type 1). It is convenient to
combine the contribution of these two to the ME
once for all at. follows:
z
w^
FIG. 3. An illustration of the way to choose the se-
quence of atom~ In order to reduce the possible error
introduced in simplifying the expression for a diagona!
reduced matrix element or a "generator."
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I	 W(N,) =(dw(.v,)J(D, rr^)+g(l), rN, )e• " % - " I-^N,+ I
EE
rr
	 N,	 ♦
2YN 12rN	
^'cr ► (t-L,t•kl- t'((t - t,l•IIN,.,1 ♦ U(d,c!11
(.,
la) T Pe NC].
N,
r(rte; a'^R^IY;x)at,t(N,)T(rr,•trrN-,)' 2r \ 2rt, Ere' rl(t-^i
(h) Ti-/)e 0220. A diagram of type 02r) consists of the generatr
connected by ►t sections of type l► and ►t sections of type C. We can write the HSV- as
(r;a' IRkIY; a) = Y^fl ,ti' ,)7(rN. , ► rNy-,WC , rNZ )S(rN, ♦ ,r rN,-t )/(U, rY 7 1•••S(rNZ" +U rN )
(- 1)"	 1	 NI
2r	 ^" (2rN )` 2rN ^' a	 e•	 ,	 (44)
(c) 1:c pr NC(2n • 1). A diagram of type A'C • (2 ►t - I ) consists of the generator (n + 1) 1 propagators, and
Pt S propagators connected by ( ►1+ 1) sections of tylx • U and n sections of type C. We can wr ► tc , thu I(AfE as
	
(Yt 1; cr '11tk I r; a)' 2r ( " 11 (2r ) 1 ^ ► 1	 ,e.lct-t,t 3c, _ r,+ttk-t, ► •ScNt+,1 .	 (45)
V. CYLINI ► Hl( AL SAMPL U AND I RANSI1ION
ruOBABILIIIFS
To obtain numerical values of VNIE by using
Eqs. (40), (431, (44), and (45), we replace the
summation b% , integration. The result of such
integration will, of course, dept , nd on the boundary
of the sample. This is where the sample-shape
effect comes in. The most popular sample shape
used in the discussion of supe • rradianc • e has been
the circular cylinder." In the literature, cases
of spherical"' and rectangular shape'' have also
been considered. In this paper, we will consider
the case of a circular evlinder oniv.
A. Cylindrical ..implc
Consider a sample of atoms confined in a space
of the shape of a circular cylinder of length 1 and
radius a. Wu can express the summation in Eq.
(40) as an integration over the sample space as
follows:
 .v
F (k, l,a)a--
1
-^,e :1(t-k,t•tCt
2r
_	 1	 ^
_	 ^,t1(ti-slit riz
bra' 1 p
(46)
where ('k -k,),.,-arc the transversal and axial
components of (k-k,), and the z axis has been
chosen in the k, direction. Carrying out the inte-
gration in Eq. (46), we obtain
Y sinj(4:-k l l Ij 2.i ((k-k ),(1)
(47)
where J, is the Bessel function of order 1.
Now we can write Eq. (43) as
1 rs 1, a 'IRr' Ir, a)
=(1i2rX F,(k, l„a)—e"(w - M,)• 1, c,)
(48)
where we have assumed that the order of the atoms:
is such that a disk of r dius « and thickness dz
is completely filled before we go to the next disk
along; the axis of the cylinder; we have also de-
fined
1, =l(N, /N). 	 (49)
B. 7 •ansitiun probabiblicS
With our kn-)wledge of the matrix elements but
w0hout solving the master equation, we should be
able to gel sore idea about the time evolution of
tt a atomic s c• stem. We assume that at time t = 0,
L.z,
 systerr consists of completely inverted atoms
w'th r = '.Sand a vacuum of the radiation field.
The initial evolution when the value of r is still
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close to a',V will be essentially determined by
the eollecti open' r RF. Suppose at a certain
instant the atomic system is represented by an
eigenstale Ir, ►n;ai; we will consider the transi-
(a) r-conservi ►tjt; process,
tion p-obabillties to the single stale ,r, pit - 1;a^
and to the whole set of states I r - 1, n► - 1; (Y'),
respectively. They will tx- proportional to the
following quantities:
1(r, in
	 l;ajRf lr, ►►c;a)II -(r+ m)(r- ►a - 1)1(r;alRf Ir;(v)I'
o (r+m)(r- ►n , 1) sin` (k- k ) 1'2 4J°((k 4) a)
	
( - ,),1/2'	 1 (c- c,) p a `
R►1 r- nonconserving processes.
N
I(r- 1,m- 1;a' IRl; jr, m;a)I'=(r+m)(r+nr- 1) E'l(v - 1;a' lRi 1r;(Y )I=
^'	 .N,•2
N
^(r+ml(r +n► - 11 ^'IF'_('k, l „rr)- e-tc^-k,rkN,•cI^/12x1`
N,• 1
o (r+m)(r + ►►r- 1) r 1 (^ r J 
_^, l„a)I'dl^ - 2 2J l^-k) u)2r	 1 I J	 nrr l	 ((1<C - ^ r )oa
r
r 
sini (kk - k) 1
rll
	
	 r
U	 0
(r+n► )(r - on- l i / i - ain Iik ^-kC
'
) I.
	
4J'((k-k 1 a)
	 (51)2r	 l	 k ), 1.1	 ( - c,)^a
(50)
From Eqs. (50) and (51) we ^an see the general
behavior of the evolution of tLc atomic system.
At the beginning, when »t is close to r, the fac-
tors (r + nMr - in « 1) of Eq. (50) and (r +m)(r4m- 111
2r of Eq. (51) are of the same order of magni-
tude. So the relative importance of the two kinds
of processes is determined by the other factors;
namely, IF(k, l,a)I` of Eq. (50) and 1 -IF' (k, l,(j)I'
of Eq. (51). Rehler and Eberly' have calculated
numerically the function IF(K, 1,a)1', °' ,ch shows
a high peak along the direction of k,. Therefore,
for radiation around the direction of k,, it is
predominantly r conserving; and for radiation
in other directions, it is predominantly r non-
conserving. Later on, as Pit approaches zero,
we have (r+m)(r-m+ 1)» (r+m)(r+ m-1)%2r,
if r» 1. Then the r-conserving process dom-
inates, and the radiation will be confined within
a small solid angle around the direction of k,.
We can see then the condition for superradiance
is that the sr to of low ►►t must be reached before
r crops too low due to r-nonconserving processes.
VI. SUMMARY
In the Dicke - Schwendimann approach to the
problem of N two-level atoms spread over large
regions, interacting with multI mode -radiation
field, the .najor difficulty has been lack of ex-
plicit expression for the reduced matrix elements
,RME's) of collective operators which determine
the static aspect of the problem. The aim of this
paper has been to clear up this difficulty. The
genealogical construction was adopted to obtain
Dicke states corresponding to a specified mode.
Then a set of recursion formulas of the R.11E's of
collective operators corresponding to arbitrary
modes was obtained. Using the branching diagram
usually used to determine the dimensions of bi-
nary irreducible representations c-f the permuta-
tion group S N, a Simple and systematic method
was developed for calculating RME's for any
number of atoms in a system. However, from
the physical point of view, one is most interested
in the asymptotic results for large N. In this aRymp-
totic limit, it is found that the order of ;nagnitude
of an RNIE is determined by the topological struc-
ture of its diagram. Explicit expressions have
been obtained for RME's with diagrams of all types
of topological structures. They are presented in
Eqs. (40), (43), (44), and (45). Equation (40) gives
the diagonal r-conserving RME with r close to N,
which is not much different, especially wtren the
summation is replaced by an integration, from
Sh e ;
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the case with r - IN which is well known. Aow-
ever, because this expression h;ts been obtained
with the order of magnitude of p ossihle error
clearly in mind, the result certainly enhances our
confidence in extending the usage of this expres-
sion from the case of r = ; A' to cases of r close to
Equation (43) gives the most important off-
diagonal and r-noneonserving IME. This is, per-
haps, a new result, although >c • hw'endim;uut has
speculated about a similar expression (pt-f. 4, p.
276, footnote). Anvw'av, in my Judgement, the
most imlx)rlant contribution of this paper is in
gaining insight into r-nonconserving processes.
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